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Abstract
We present a review of the computational techniques used for the analysis of strain data from compact binary
sources detected by the currently active Advanced LIGO/VIRGO network using a Bayesian inference toolkit
(PyCBC Inference) in Python. The parameter space is sampled using dynamically nested sampling and com-
pared to publicly available data available within the Gravitational-Wave Transient Catalogue 1 (GWTC-1).
The results are found to be in agreement with this data. Next, correlations in the parameter space present
indications that challenge the standard paradigm of BBH formation via the collapse of stars in binary systems.
Values of the effective spin averaging across the board to zero may suggest unexpected behaviour either coming
from perfectly anti-aligned component spins in equal mass binaries or, alternatively, spinless components. Fol-
lowing up on this, different types of stellar binaries obtained from surveys in the VizieR database are compared
to the BBHs in the GWTC-1. Results show that the orbits of some of these have sizes comparable to each other,
and that the merge times of stellar binaries would allow sufficient time for them to undergo collapse and form
black holes. However, there is an apparent deficit in mass on average that would need to be compensated by
the additional processes such as accretion, but which would also induce some spin. In all, this project proposes
that stellar black holes should be substituted by other, more favourable candidates, such as primordial black
holes, as the main component of these compact systems. The analysis of the Advanced LIGO/VIRGO Run 3
events is necessary in order to provide conclusive results.

Keywords: Gravitational Waves: Binary Black Hole (BBH), Primordial Black Hole; Stellar Astrophysics:
Binaries, Spectroscopic, X-ray; Statistics: Bayesian Inference
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1 Introduction

Albert Einstein predicted the existence of gravita-
tional waves in 1916, only a year after the formulation
of the GR field equations[1]. He concluded that a first
order expansion of these would yield plane-wave solu-
tions, waves that would propagate transversely and at
the speed of light. These would cause ripples in the
fabric of spacetime, albeit extremely small.

The first direct detection of a gravitational-wave
signal was made on September 14, 2015, at 09:50:45
UTC[2]. The trigger was detected by both Advanced
LIGO detectors located at Hanford (LA) and Liv-
ingston (WA) with a time delay of 6.9+0.5

−0.4ms between
the former and the latter, which agrees with the 10-ms
intersite travel time. This was a phenomenal discov-
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ery, and it opened an ample array of opportunities to
study these events. Almost five years later, the field
is seeing an ever expanding number of possibilities as
techniques refine, our available detectors are being up-
graded to be more efficient and capable, more are be-
ing made operative all over the world and other areas
in the frequency space of gravitational waves are be-
ing studied. However, even in this golden age, there
are still many unknowns about even the more funda-
mental aspect of the events that have been detected.
Two of the most important questions that still need
to be formally established involve learning about the
specific nature of these orbits, and the processes that
drive their characteristics that we can only see from
the data.

General relativity has established a fairly complete
model which allows to begin the analysis of gravita-
tional wave data with fair simplicity. Since the data
needs to be matched to the astrophysical and relativis-
tic models, bayesian inference allows to make statistical
estimates of different parameters of the source simply
from the strain data from the interferometers. Once
these are extracted, they can be specifically analysed
in a physical interpretation and conclusions may be
drawn. As mysterious as these objects might be, they
are still constrained by what is physically possible or
not. This allows to provide further insight into them
which may be later re-visited once additional data is
available.

In this project, we outline the computational tech-
niques that allow bayesian inference to extract numer-
ical values of the parameters. Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5
provide the background and theoretical foundation on
which the project will be built. Chapter 2 contextu-
alises the generation of gravitational waves in a rela-
tivistic and astrophysical context, which will be crucial
to understand what it is that the detector ”detects”.
Chapter 3 outlines the principles of detection of gravi-
tational waves, including the design of interferometers
such as Advanced LIGO and VIRGO, noise sources
and matched filtering, which will allow to extract a
signal from the data. Chapter 4 provides a brief expla-
nation of the principle behind bayesian inference and
the model which will be used to sample the parame-
ter space and obtain the posterior distributions. Fi-
nally, Chapter 5 will provide an overview of how this is
achieve computationally using a Python toolkit called
PyCBC Inference. This section will outline how to pro-
vide the inputs and how the data will be handled by
the toolkit in order to provide the desired output. In
Chapter 6, we review the first results obtained from
PyCBC Inference, which estimates the Power Spectral
Density of the noise and signal within each detector
for each event, allowing to visualise the importance of

refining detection techniques in order to reduce noise
sources and improve the quality of the data. Chapter
7 provides a comparative analysis of certain pairs sam-
pled parameters in order to obtain correlations that
will provide insight into both the nature and the be-
haviour of the sources. Finally, the project closes in
Chapter 8 with a comparative analysis of the orbits
of gravitational-wave emitting sources detected by Ad-
vanced LIGO/VIRGO detectors with stellar binaries
from sky surveys. This allows to probe the stellar col-
lapse model of binary black hole formation and evolu-
tion find challenges within this model that need to be
addressed.

2 Theory

2.1 GW generation in the astrophysical
context

Consider the following gravitational action[3], SG =
SE + SM , where:

(1)SE =
c3

16πGN

∫
d4x
√
−gR

is the standard Einstein-Hilbert action and SM is the
matter action. The Ricci scalar, R = gµνRµν , is de-
fined from the Ricci tensor, Rµν = Rαµαν , which in turn
is formally defined from the Riemann tensor, such that:

(2)Rµνρσ = ∂ρΓ
µ
νσ − ∂σΓµνρ + ΓµαρΓ

α
νσ − ΓµασΓανρ

The energy-momentum tensor, Tµν , naturally
arises from considering a small variation of SM , where
gµν → gµν + δgµν , such that:

(3)δSM =
1

2c

∫
d4x
√
−gTµνδgµν

Therefore, by considering the same perturbation in
SE and therefore considering a variation in the total
action, SG, one arrives to the Einstein Field Equations
(EFEs):

(4)Rµν −
1

2
gµν =

8πGN
c4

Tµν

For astrophysical purposes, the local spacetime is
normally considered to be flat. When considering grav-
itational waves, however, one is interested in imbuing
this flat spacetime with a weak perturbation such that,
to first order, the metric becomes:

(5)gµν = ηµν + hµν

where ηµν is the standard flat spacetime Minkowski
metric and |hµν |� 1 is our weak-field perturbation.
Since the expansion of the metric is done to first order
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2.1 GW generation in the astrophysical context TFM

in gµν , this theory warrants the name linearised theory
of gravity. The main objective of the theory will now
be to rewrite the EFEs considering this perturbation,
and investigate its effects on test particles.

The treatment begins by considering the following
assumption: it is always possible to find a coordinate
system that satisfies Equation 5. Although seemingly
simplistic, this assumption is quite fundamental, as it
establishes a preferred reference frame in which the
equation holds, thus breaking the invariance of gen-
eral relativity under coordinate transformation. The
breaking of this local invariance is in fact necessary
in order to remove nonphysical or unwanted degrees
of freedom, but forces the introduction of a residual
gauge, such that:

xµ → (x′)µ = xµ + ξµ(x) (6)

Consequently, the weak-field perturbation trans-
forms as:

hµν → h′µν(x′) = hµν(x)− (∂µξν∂νξµ) (7)

where, in order to maintain the weak-field condition,
|h′µν |� 1, we require that |∂µξν | be of the same order
as |hµν |.

Additionally we can perform global Lorentz trans-
formations on the nearly-flat metric, such that:

(8)

gµν(x)→ g′µν(x′)

= ΛαµΛβνgαβ(x)

= ΛαµΛβν (ηαβ + hαβ)

= ηµν + ΛαµΛβνhαβ

which allows to define the weak-field transformation
h′µν(x′) = ΛαµΛβνhαβ(x), by which we can conclude that
the perturbation hµν transforms as a Lorentz tensor.

To linear order in gµν , the Riemann tensor takes
the form:

Rαβµν =
1

2
(∂β∂µhαν−∂α∂νhβµ−∂α∂µhβν−∂β∂νhαµ)

(9)

which is invariant under the gauge transformation de-
scribed above, making linearised gravity an invariant
theory. Additional quantities that are worth defining
before going any further include the perturbation trace:

(10)h = ηµνhµν

and the trace-reversed field perturbation:

(11)h̄µν = hµν −
1

2
ηµνh

The new linear Riemann tensor can be inserted into
Equation 4 in order to reformulate the EFEs in terms
of the weak-field perturbation:

(12)
�h̄µν + ηµν∂

α∂βh̄αβ − ∂α∂ν h̄µα − ∂α∂µh̄να

= −16πGN
c4

Tµν

The tensor hµν has ten independent components, of
which we are only concerned with those that contain
physical, dynamically propagating degrees of freedom.
To dispose of gauge redundancy, we use the gauge free-
dom established when the parameter ξ(x) was intro-
duced in order to impose conditions on hµν . The first
condition we introduce is known as the De Donder (or
harmonic) gauge[4]:

(13)∂µhµν = 0

where, as a consequence, ∂µh̄µν = 0. Immediately, this
removes the last three terms in Equation 12, reducing
it to:

(14)�h̄µν = −16πGN
c4

Tµν

The introduction of the De Donder gauge automat-
ically removes four degrees of freedom from the weak-
field perturbation, leaving hµν with six independent
components. Equation 14 constitutes the most gener-
alised form of the EFEs in linearised gravity theory.
Additionally, when considering gravitational waves, a
physical phenomena resulting from this theory, one
must account for their propagation. When consider-
ing this mechanism, we are interested in eliminating as
many unnecessary degrees of freedom as possible, and
can again make use of gauge freedom to cater to some
specifications. The first one is that we require the per-
turbation to propagate purely spatially, and therefore:

h00 = h0i = hi0 = 0 (15)

The second one is that GW propagation must be
transverse, which will require that:

(16)∂µhµν = 0

Finally, we require that the weak-field perturbation
be traceless, and therefore h = 0. Note that the three
conditions defined above are used to describe the prop-
agation of the wave, and are therefore solely defined
outside of the source. Putting all of these together, we
arrive to a single condition called transverse-traceless
(or TT ) gauge:

(17)�hµν = 0

whcih, as before, also leads to �h̄µν = 0. With the
introduction of the TT gauge, we have effectively re-
duced the number of degrees of freedom of hµν to two.
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2.2 Effect on test particles TFM

One of the solutions of Equation 17 is that of a
plane wave, such that:

(18)hTT
ij (z) =


0 0 0 0
0 h+ h× 0
0 h× h+ 0
0 0 0 0

 cos [ω(t− z/c)]

provides a full description of the propagation of the
wave, and where the parameters h+ and h× describe
the two polarisations of the wave.

2.2 Effect on test particles

The motion of a free particle in a spacetime is de-
fined by the geodesic equation:

(19)
dvα

dτ
+ Γαµνv

µvν = 0

whose initial acceleration if starting at rest would be:

(20)

(
dvα

dτ

)
i

= −Γα00

= −1

2
ηαβ (∂0hβ0 + ∂0h0β − ∂βh00)

However, once we consider the condition of purely
spatial propagation imposed by the TT gauge, all of
the perturbation terms will cancel out, therefore im-
plying that (dvα/dτ)i = 0. If one considers the naive
interpretation of this, one might come to the conclu-
sion that a particle at rest will remain at rest with the
passing of a gravitational wave transient. However, one
must understand that the consequence of this result is
that it is spacetime coordinates of the free particle will
remain the same. Because the coordinates are frame-
independent, they will ”adapt” to the ripples in space-
time, thus seemingly remaining in their fixed positions.

In order to properly study the behaviour of free
test particles, it is customary to rather consider the
geodesic deviation of a ring of test particles distributed
in, for example, the x− y plane and centred at z = 0,
with a radius ε. For a weak gravitational field,

(21)
∂2ξα

∂t2
= ηαρRρµνσv

µvνξσ

Again, let us consider that these particles are all ini-
tially at rest and thus vµ = (1, 0, 0, 0). The vector
ξµ represents the individual distance of the particles
to the center of the ring and, since we are considering
this precise geometry, it is more useful to work in polar
coordinates, such that x = ε cos θ and y = ε sin θ. This
makes ξµ = (0, ε cos θ, ε sin θ, 0) for all particles in the
ring and reduces the geodesic deviation equation to:

(22a)
∂2

∂t2
ξx = ε cos θηxρRρ00x + ε sin θηxρRρ00y

(22b)
∂2

∂t2
ξy = ε cos θηyρRρ00x + ε sin θηyρRρ00y

where the Riemann tensor we are looking to substitute
in here is given in Equation 9. Of course, one still
needs to consider that the equations must be liable to
the action of the transverse-traceless gauge, such that:

(23a)
∂2

∂t2
ξx =

ε cos θ

2

∂2

∂t2
h(TT)
xx +

ε sin θ

2

∂2

∂t2
h(TT)
xy

(23b)
∂2

∂t2
ξy =

ε cos θ

2

∂2

∂t2
h(TT)
xy +

ε sin θ

2

∂2

∂t2
h(TT)
xy

which we can solve to find that:

ξx = ε cos θ +
ε cos θ

2
h+ cos(ωt) +

ε sin θ

2
h× cos(ωt)

(24a)

ξy = ε sin θ +
ε cos θ

2
h× cos(ωt)− ε sin θ

2
h+ cos(ωt)

(24b)

which describes a variation of the distance of the test
particles to the centre of the ring relative to a change in
the phase when subjected to a transient gravitational
wave pulse, apparently unobserved when approaching
the problem with the geodesic equation as considered
previously.

For the sake of simplicity, let us now consider the
situation where we have purely one polarisation orien-
tation (+ or ×). In the case of a purely +-oriented
polarisation, the solutions are reduced to:

(25a)ξx = ε cos θ

(
1 +

1

2
h+ cos(ωt)

)
(25b)ξy = ε sin θ

(
1− 1

2
h+ cos(ωt)

)
On the other hand, in the case where we have a

purely×-oriented polarisation, the equations would be-
come:

(26a)ξx = ε cos θ +
ε sin θ

2
h× cos(ωt)

(26b)ξy = ε sin θ +
ε cos θ

2
h× cos(ωt)

These are represented in Figure 1.
Astrophysical bodies are no strangers to the gen-

eration of gravitational waves. It has been well-
established that gravitational radiation can be at-
tributed to systems such as pulsars[5], black hole
binaries[6], supernovae[7] and even tracing back to the
early Universe[8]. In fact, some of these GW-emitting
systems may not directly be associated with relativistic
phenomena.

The gravitational waveform emitted by a binary
system (like a BBH), can be subdivided into three
distinct regions according to the dynamics of the sys-
tems and the physics involved in describing the channel
for gravitational radiation: inspiral, merger and ring-
down [9].
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2.3 Inspiral TFM

Figure 1: Effect of a gravitational wave transient on a ring of particles. The top row showcases the behaviour in the
case of a purely + polarisation, while the second row shows a purely × polarisation.

2.3 Inspiral

Of the three waveform regions, the inspiral has the
longest timespan. It is a key part of the waveform,
since it encodes many physical parameters of the binary
system and sets the maximum amplitude which the
signal can reach. It is characterised by a slow (v �
c) Keplerian orbit, where the gravitational radiation
generation is done by means of a time varying mass
quadrupole moment. This channel can be found in
astrophysical systems like binary black holes.

The mass quadrupole is a representation of the
mass distribution in a system, and is given by:

Qij =

∫
d3xρ(x)

(
xixj −

1

3
r2δij

)
(27)

in a Cartesian coordinate system, with ρ(x) being the
mass density distribution[10]. The gravitational-wave
strain, h, is expressed in terms of the mass quadrupole
moment like:

hij =
2GN
c4

1

dL

d2Qij
dt2

(28)

where dL is the luminosity distance to the system.
Astrophysical gravitational-wave emitting systems

lose energy and angular momentum as a result of the

radiation emission. The rate of energy loss is given by:

(29)

dEGW
dt

=
c3

16πGN

∫ ∫
|ḣ|2dS

=
1

5

GN
c5

3∑
i,j=1

d3Qij
dt3

d3Qij
dt3

In binary systems, this energy loss rate can be av-
eraged to give[11]:

(30)

dErad
dt

=
32

5

G4

c5
µ2M3

a5
F (e)

=
32

5

G4

c5
M2

1M
1
2 (M1 +M2)

a5
F (e)

where F (e) is an eccentricity factor given by:

F (e) =
(
1− e2

)−7/2
(

1 +
73

24
e2 +

37

96
e4

)
(31)

Combining Equations 30 and 31, it becomes clear that
highly eccentric binaries are most efficient at radiating
gravitational waves. The angular momentum loss rate
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2.5 Ringdown TFM

is given by:

dJrad
dt

=
32

5

G7/2

c5
M2

1M
2
2 (M1 +M2)1/2

a7/2

(
1− e2

)−2
(

1 +
7

8
e2

)
(32)

As a consequence of this energy and angular mo-
mentum loss, binary systems emitting gravitational-
wave radiation also experience a separation gradual
separation decay, given by[12]:

(33)

da

dt
= −64

5

G3

c5
M1M2(M1 +M2)

a4
e
(
1

− e2
)−5/2

(
1 +

121

304
e2

)
where M1 is referred to as the primary mass and is
conventionally taken as the largest mass component of
the binary and q = M1/M2 is the binary mass ratio
(which, by convention is > 1).

2.4 Merger

The Keplerian approximations used in the inspiral
become increasingly inaccurate as the binary separa-
tion decreases. In the final few orbits before both com-
ponents merge, general relativistic effects take place
and we enter a non-Newtonian regime. Conventionally,
the merger phase is initiated once the binary reaches a
separation defined as the sum of their innermost stable
circular orbits [13], a distance given by:

aISCO =
6GNM

c2
(34)

or, equivalently, a total of 3 Schwarzschild radii. Here,
M = M1 + M2, is the total mass of the system. Past
this separation, a gradual decrease in the orbital radius
as seen in the inspiral phase are no longer allowed.
Deformations of the black hole horizon of the binary
components and tidal forces exerted on each-other and
causes the black holes to plunge inwards towards one
another[14].

Modelling the dynamics of the BBH binary can no
longer be done in the context of a Keplerian basis, in-
stead it is done in the regime of numerical relativity.
An analysis of the waveform taking in account the nu-
merical relativity formalism lies outside of the scope
of the project and will therefore not be treated fur-
ther. We recommend the following reviews for a more
detailed analysis of numerical relativity ([15, 16]).

2.5 Ringdown

This constitutes the third and last region as well
as the most distinct, as it is the only stage of the pro-
cess where the physics are completely dependant on the
properties of the remnant black hole. The violent col-
lapse of the binary components leaves the remnant in
an energy level well above its ground level. Due to this
instability the remnant BH undergoes pulsation given
by spherical harmonics to dispose of the excess.

The signal expected is therefore expected to be
given by superimposed quasinormal modes of frequen-
cies characterised by the remnant properties (such as
the mass and spin)[17]. Past the ISCO, the binary re-
tains some angular momentum and energy which has
not been radiated during the orbital decay, and many
of the individual black hole parameters translate into
properties of the remnant black hole. For example, we
expect that the spin of the final state BH to contain
information about the individual spins of the initial bi-
nary components and the orbital angular momentum
at the ISCO.

3 Gravitational Wave Detection

3.1 Interferometer design

The key to understanding how gravitational-wave
signals are processed and the information they con-
tained analysed is to understanding the structure and
functionality of gravitational wave detectors. In this
section, we provide a small review that will allow us
to create a context in which to make a more thorough
treatment of data.

Gravitational-wave interferometers can
be summarised as kilometre-scale Michelson
interferometers[19]. Figure 2 illustrates the gen-
eral design of one such detector, the Advanced LIGO
interferometer[18].

Transient gravitational waves produce small distor-
tions in the space-time metric, which are given by two
dimensionless strain polarisations, h+ and h×. GW
detectors allow to convert this ripples into a measur-
able signal, by measuring the differential displacement
(∆L = δLx − δLy) of two free-falling test masses (la-
belled ITM and ETM in Figure 2) along the lengths
of the two orthogonal arms (Lx = Ly = L) due to the
passing of a gravitational wave. This allows to define a
relation between this displacement and the arm length,
such that ∆L = hL, where h is a linear combination
of h+ and h×

[20]. In practice, these differential dis-
placements manifest as phase shifts in the interference
pattern of two identical laser beams travelling along
each of the arms and measured at the output.
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3.2 Strain sensitivity and noise TFM

Figure 2: Desing of the Advanced LIGO interferometer.
The abbreviations read as follow: ITM (Input Test Mass),
ETM (End Test Mass), ERM (End Reaction Mass), CP
(Compensation Plate), PRM/PR2/PR3 (Power Recycling
Mirrors), BS (Beam Splitter), SRM/SR2/SR3 (Signal Re-
cycling Mirrors), FI (Faraday Isolator), φm (Phase Modu-
lator), PD (Photodetector) [18].

Each component of the detector before the Power-
Recycling Mirror (PRM) is designed to fine-tune the
input laser beam to match the interferometer mode.
The Input Mode Cleaner (IMC) provides positional
and modal stability within its three triple-pendulum-
suspended mirror cavity, which isolates vibration and
significant thermal noise. The Faraday Isolator (FI), is
a three-part optical isolator, which removes unwanted
interference in the input coming from beam reflections
within the interferometer.

With a beam now tuned to the detector’s require-
ments, the laser travels into a 50/50 beam splitter and
is divided into two beams, which travel through the
perpendicularly-oriented arms. Each arm is equipped
with a 4km long Fabry-Pérot optical resonating cav-
ity designed to amplify the phase shift produced by a
transient gravitational wave by a factor of 300[21].

The scale of the displacements resulting from the
distortions in space-time produced by a transient grav-
itational wave require the test masses to be, in an ideal
situation, completely free from any source of noise (see
Section 3.2.1). Both input and end mirrors have a
nearly-concentric design for higher stability and power
storage, and are made of pure, homogeneous fused sil-
ica with a diameter of 34 cm, 20 cm in thickness and
a total mass of 40 kg. In order to minimise noise, the
test masses are provided with a quadruple pendulum
suspension mechanism, which can be seen in Figure 3.
Monolithic silica fibres are added between the penul-
timate and test masses to provide thermal noise isola-

Figure 3: Quadruple pendulum suspension mechanism for
the Advanced LIGO test mass [18]

tion.
Power recycling plays a crucial role in the the design

of the interferometer, as it amplifies the effective power
of the beam going into the Fabry-Pérot resonator. The
PRM is a three-mirror resonance cavity slotted be-
tween the IMC and the interferometric stage of the
detector designed to capture unused light coming from
the arms into the beam splitter and effectively sending
it back[22]. The PMR receives an input power (coming
from the IMC) of up to 125 Watts, as can be seen in
Figure 2, and amplifies it such that, within the Fabry-
Pérot cavity, the laser reaches powers of around 175
kWatts.

Similarly to the PRM, the Advanced LIGO inter-
ferometer utilises a signal recycling cavity (labelled
SRM/2/3 in Figure 2) in the final stage to maintain
a wide detector frequency response and increasing sen-
sitivity, only transmitting part of the laser beam and
sending the rest into the arms again.

The readout of the gravitational wave signal is done
by means of an optical filter cavity (called output mode
cleaner), tasked with removing higher order spatial
modes prior to entering the photodetector, together
with DC detection[23].

3.2 Strain sensitivity and noise

3.2.1 Noise sources in gravitational wave de-
tection

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the input and end
masses should ideally be free of all sources of noise.
In practice, this is not possible and therefore we first
need to take account of all possible noise sources.

Figure 4c provides information on the different
sources of background noise and their dominant fre-
quency range, which can be classified in different
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3.2 Strain sensitivity and noise TFM

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Spectral noise curves associated with the Advance LIGO telescopes. Subfigure (a) and (b) correspond to
the noise sources and their curves associated with the Hanford (H1) and Livingston (L1) observatories, respectively.
Subfgiure (c) correspond to the design curves associated with general Advanced LIGO observatories.
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3.3 Matched Filtering TFM

types[24, 18]:

1. Quantum noise: Arises from statistical fluctu-
ations in the photon arrival rate (shot noise) and
radiation pressure from photon number fluctua-
tion. This type of noise imposes a limit to the
design sensitivity below 40Hz.

2. Seismic and suspension thermal noise:
Both of these noise sources are significantly dom-
inant under 10Hz. Most of the noise dissipation
in the seismic sector is accounted by the quadru-
ple pendulum suspension mechanism described in
Figure 3. Suspension thermal noise is due to loss
in the silica fibres between the test masses.

3. Test mass thermal noise: There are two main
types of thermal noise attributed to the test
masses. Coating Brownian noise is due to me-
chanical dissipation of the optical coatings and
layers of silica in the test masses, while coating
thermo-optic noise is due to thermal dissipation
of these. These type of noise are primarily domi-
nant in the 10-500Hz range, but below the overall
noise by a factor of 3.

4. Newtonian gravity noise: Fluctuating gravi-
tational forces produced by density perturbation
in the vicinity of the test masses, mainly due to
seismic waves. Above 11Hz, this type of noise is
negligible.

5. Gas noise: Although the Advanced
LIGO/VIRGO components are inside vac-
uum chambers, residual gas near the optics
provides two types of contribution to the noise
budget of the detector: (a) thermal motion of
the gas molecules exchange momentum with
the surface atoms of the mirrors via collisions;
(b) forward scattering of photons in the laser
beam with gas molecules create modulation in
its phase.

3.2.2 Strain sensitivity of Advanced LIGO

Once we understand the noise sources and their im-
pact in the detection potential of gravitational-wave in-
terferometers, the sensitivity curve can be introduced
as a necessary and straightforward follow-up. Formally,
it quantifies the performance of the detector, by pro-
viding a lower bound under which any signal would
be indistinguishable, shrouded by interference from
thermal, mechanical, optical and quantum noise[24].
Design-wise, we expect the sensitivity curve to be iden-
tical to the noise curve, meaning that above it we can
expect to have detectable signals. This is an ideal case

Figure 5: LIGO sensitivity curves.

situation, and we therefore find that the observed sen-
sitivity is generally lower across all frequencies than the
expected one (see Figure 5).

3.3 Matched Filtering

The output of the Advanced LIGO detector is given
by a time series which contains the differential displace-
ment of the test mass or, alternatively, the phase shift
in the interference pattern of the two laser beams af-
ter recombining at the output. However, as has been
described in the previous section, there must be an
account of the noise contributions in the detector, and
therefore the output signal can be linearlised, adopting
the general form:

s(t) = h(t) + n(t) (35)

where h(t) is our GW signal, and n(t) encapsulates the
noise contribution from all sources.

Matched filtering is a technique which, through
the decades, has established itself as the preferred ap-
proach to linear signal processing. In general terms,
by cross-correlating the interferometer output with a
signal corresponding to the expected shape of a GW
waveform (called template), this method allows us to
find ”matches” of this signal within the data[25, 26].

Before going into the details of this process, we
must first select which part of the gravitational wave-
form we wish to sample. Performing matched filter-
ing on the early inspiral phase of a compact binary
may prove counterproductive. Although the numerical
form of the waveform is expected to remain the same
for different GW signals, it depends on a wide variety
of parameters (masses, spins, orbital eccentricity, etc.),
which are unknown for the given detector output. This
means that building a template off a given parameter
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vector will likely find little correlation within the datas-
tream provided by the interferometer, due to the large
difference in parameter vectors[27]). Instead, we chose
to perform matched filtering closer to the merger phase
of the compact binary, where the features become more
distinctive for each event.

To perform matched, we introduce the Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) as an indicator of the level at which
the template is present within the signal. For a given
template, h(t), and strain datastream, s(t), the SNR,
ρ(t), is given by[28]:

ρ2(t) ≡ 1

〈h|h〉
|〈s|h〉(t)|2=

〈s|h+〉2 + 〈s|h×〉2

〈h|h〉
(36)

where the inner product 〈s|h〉 is given by:

〈s|h〉(t) = 4Re

[∫ ∞
0

s̃(f)h̃∗(f)

Sn(f)
e−2πiftdf

]
(37)

Equivalently,

〈h|h〉(t) = 4Re

[∫ ∞
0

h̃(f)h̃∗(f)

Sn(f)
df

]
(38)

where any quantity ã(f) is the Fourrier transform of
the same time domain quantity:

ã(f) =

∫ ∞
−∞

a(t)e−2πitfdt (39)

and Sn(f) is the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the
detector noise, defined by:

〈s̃(f)s̃(f ′)〉 =
1

2
Sn(f)δ(f − f ′) (40)

At this point, we make a small pause to note two
small but relatively important details. First, the con-
volutions 〈s|h〉 and 〈h|h〉 (Equations 37 and 38) is done
by integrating over the entire frequency range, [0,∞).
This is not practically useful, and we instead decide
to impose a highpass (fhigh) and lowpass (flow) fre-
quency filter in a process called bandpassing, allowing
the rewrite these equation as:

〈s|h〉(t) = 4Re

[∫ fhigh

flow

s̃(f)h̃∗(f)

Sn(f)
e−2πiftdf

]
(41)

〈h|h〉(t) = 4Re

[∫ fhigh

flow

h̃(f)h̃∗(f)

Sn(f)
df

]
(42)

Secondly, note that in the presence of a station-
ary, purely Gaussian noise source, Equation 42, re-
duces to 2, which greatly simplifies calculations and,
furthermore, allows for the SNR to be the only detec-
tion statistic to be considered. The reality is, however,

that although the noise contribution of thermal, quan-
tum and seismic sources can be taken to be so, there
exist an important non-stationary, non-Gaussian tran-
sient noise component, composed mainly of instrumen-
tal and environmental sources[29], outlined in Section
3.2.1.

Transient noise mitigation is achieved by introduc-
ing the chi-squared method as an additional statistical
test, determining whether the time-frequency distribu-
tion of the data coincides with the expected one from
the template. The process involves dividing the tem-
plate into frequency bins and calculating the SNR cor-
responding to each individual bin. Then, the χ2 value
is given by:

χ2 = p
1

〈h|h〉

p∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣〈s|hi〉 − 〈s|h〉p
∣∣∣∣2 (43)

where p corresponds to the number of frequency bins.
The bin number can be tailored to the inherent param-
eters of template the analysis is being performed on.
There is a physical significance in this, as lower-mass
binaries (for example, binary neutron stars) generate
longer waveforms and their signals therefore contain
more cycles pre-merger. In cases like these, we are in-
terested in increasing the number of bins, making the
test more accurate. Higher values of χ2 are indica-
tors of noise transient likelihood, instead of signal. We
normalise it such that, for signals, this value should
approach unity, introducing the reduced chi-squared:

χ2
r =

χ2

2p− 2
(44)

To further suppress triggers from noise transients,
the matched SNR (given by Equation 36) is re-weighted
such that:

ρ̂ =

{
ρ/
[
(1 + (χ2

r)
3)/2

]1/6
, χ2

r > 1

ρ, χ2
r ≤ 1

(45)

This re-weighted SNR allows us to clearly define
limit for signal acceptance, such that any trigger with
ρ̂ < 5 is conventionally discarded.

4 Statistical method

4.1 Review of Bayesian inference

At the heart of Bayesian inference processes lies
an aim to extract numerical information that is being
encoded into a dataset, making it not obvious with a
simple an analysis of the data. It does so by consid-
ering a model (or hypothesis, H) which the data is
expected to follow; this model is composed by a vec-
tor of parameters (~θ) which can be one dimensional
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or multi-dimensional, which will later influence the
way in which such information is visualised. At the
very least, Bayesian inference seeks to provide an es-
timate of which numerical values of each parameter
are most probable. Therefore, the primary objective of
this method is to construct and populate a posterior
distribution (p(~θ|d,H)), which is a Probability Density

Function (PDF) of a parameter vector (~θ) with respect
to a dataset (d).

The posterior distribution is formally defined using
the Bayes’ theorem, which states that:

p(~θ|d,H) =
p(d|~θ,H)p(~θ,H)

p(d,H)
(46)

where p(d|~θ,H) is called likelihood, p(~θ,H) is the prior
distribution and p(d,H) is a normalisation constant re-
ferred to as marginalised likelihood or evidence:

p(d,H) =

∫
d~θ p(~θ,H)p(d|~θ,H) (47)

The prior distribution establishes our knowledge of
the parameters we wish to infer, and is therefore a
probability distribution of the parameter space, chosen
before any consideration of the data to analyse. Com-
mon priors to use are uniform, where the normalised
expression is given by:

p(θi,H) =

{
1/(θi,max − θi,min), θi,min ≤ θ ≤ θi,max
0, otherwise

(48)
where θi,min and θi,max limit the values of the param-
eter θi is allowed to take. Other priors, like gaussian,
are also possible to and, in some cases, superior to uni-
forms, but where the latter creates a clear bias to a
specific subset of values (informed prior), the former
establishes a very unbiased approach to the inference
of the parameter at hand (uninformed prior).

Simply put, the likelihood defines the model on
which we wish to extract the data. Formally, it is con-
structed by demanding that the residual signal formed
by subtracting the observed signal to the waveform
model r = s − R*h, where s is the datastream com-
ing from the detector, h is the two gravitational-wave
polarisations and R is a time-delay operator which de-
scribes the detector’s response to a signal; be consistent
with the model for the noise, n[30]. The choice of model
depends on the user and the inference tool used for this
project (PyCBC Inference, see Section 5) offers a vari-
ety of them to work with. This project, and the strain
data analysis, uses the Marginalised Phase Likelihood
model (see Section 4.2).

In the context of BBH systems, the signal received
at the detector is described by a 15-dimensional pa-
rameter space: (Md,1, Md,2, χ1, χ2, χθ,1, χθ,2, χφ,1,

χφ,2, α, δ, dL, tc, Φ, ι, ψ), where M1 and M2 are
the masses of the components (may be substituted by
the mass ratio, q = M1/M2, and the chirp mass, M,
defined in the detector frame, where special emphasis
is put on this for reasons that will become apparent
later on, chii, chiθ,i and χφ,i are the spin parameters
in polar coordinates (may be replaced by Cartesian co-
ordinates, χx,i, χy,i and χz,i), α and δ are the right
ascension and declination of the source, respectively,
dL is the luminosity distance to the source, tc is the
arrival time of the signal, Φ is a coalescence phase and
ψ is a polarisation angle[31].

Ideally, we wish to extract values for all of the above
parameters from the strain data, and therefore the
Bayesian analysis will be complex and involve many
priors.

4.2 Marginalised Phase Likelihood
model

The PyCBC Inference package (see Section 5) pro-
vides many statistical models to work with, but for this
particular project we use where we assume a stationary
Gaussian noise and where the signal is marginalised of
the coalescence phase, Φ. For this method, we assume
that the signal can be modelled as:

h̃(f ; Θ,Φ) = A(f ; Θ)eiΨ(f ;Θ)+iΦ (49)

where ˜h(f) is the Fourrier transform of the strain time-
series, Θ is the parameter space and Φ is the phase
constant to marginalise over. Assuming a stationary
and Gaussian noise, the posterior is given by:

(50)p(Θ,Φ|d) ∝ p(Θ)p(Φ)p(d|Θ, φ) ∝ p(θ)

2π

× exp

[
−1

2

ND∑
i

〈hi(Θ,Φ)− di, hi(Θ,Φ)− di〉

]

where we have assumed a prior p(Θ), ND is the num-
ber of detectors and hi and di are the model and signal
obtained for detector i. For this model, we assume a
uniform prior on Φ ∈ [0, 2π). The inner product (de-
fined in Equation 38) in the exponent can be expanded
as:

−1

2
〈hi − di, hi − di〉 = 〈hi, di〉 −

1

2
〈hi, hi〉 −

1

2
〈di, di〉

(51)

which we can solve to find:

(52)
−1

2
〈hi − di, hi − di〉 = R{O(h0

i , di)e
−iΦ}

− 1

2
〈h0
i , h

0
i 〉 −

1

2
〈di, di〉
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where h0
i ≡ h̃i(f ; Θ,Φ = 0) and:

O(h0
i , di) ≡ 4

∫ ∞
0

h0,∗
i (f)d̃i(f)

Sn(f)
df (53)

From a practical standpoint, bandpassing (see Sec-
tion 3.3) will be necessary when this computation is
carried out. We can now gather all explicitly phase-
independant terms into a single function:

α(Θ, d) ≡ exp

[
−1

2

∑
i

〈h0
i , h

0
i 〉+ 〈di, di〉

]
. (54)

Finally, we can marginalise over the phase by integrat-
ing:

(55)p(Θ|d) ∝ p(Θ)α(Θ, d)
1

2π

×
∫ 2π

0

exp

[
R

{
e−iΦ

∑
i

O(h0
i , di)

}]
dΦ = p(Θ)α(Θ, d)

1

2π

×
∫ 2π

0

exp [x(Θ, d) cos(Φ) + y(Θ, d) sin(Φ)] dΦ

where the solution to the last integral is given by

2πI0

(√
x2 + y2

)
, where I0 is the modified Bessel

function of the first kind. Logging the marginalised
posterior, we arrive to:

log p(Θ|d) ∝ log p(Θ) + I0

(∣∣∣∑
i

O(h0
i , di)

∣∣∣)−
1

2

∑
i

[
〈h0
i , h

0
i 〉 − 〈di, di〉

]
(56)

5 Parameter Extraction: the
PyCBC Inference package

PyCBC Inference package is a set of Python mod-
ules part of the open source PyCBC toolkit, which al-
lows to implement Bayesian analysis on gravitational
wave data. The main input in PyCBC Inference is a
series of configuration files which can contain different
sections.

5.1 The Prior configuration file

The first file, [priors.ini], is formed of many sections
that describe the priors of all of the relevant sampling
parameters. The first section, [model], described the
method with which the likelihood will be calculated (in
this case, we are used the [marginalized phase] model),
and a [low-frequency-cutoff], which limits the accepted
frequencies to above 20 Hz. The [variable params] sec-
tions simply seeks to explicitly initialise the parameters

we are interested in obtaining posteriors to. PyCBC
inference offers a wide array of variables to sample;
however, if one is interested in making estimates on
one that is not provided, the [waveforms transforms-
param] section allows to define new parameters based
on pre-existing [variable params]. Some parameters
are which actively participate in the estimation process
but which do not necessarily change themselves can be
defined in the [static params] section. In here, we find
variables like [approximant], which defines the numer-
ical relativity approach to processing a gravitational
wave waveform (in this project [IMRPhenomPv2]), the
lower frequency bound ([f lower]) and a reference fre-
quency ([f ref]), and the [trigger time] for the event
(imported from a different file, see below). The rest of
the sections in this file are dedicated to defining the pri-
ors of the [variable params]. The general form of each
is fairly similar, and requires defining a type of prior to
use and some upper and lower boundaries of accepted
values for the variable. Ideally, we want to use as un-
informed priors as possible and therefore the majority
of our distributions are conventionally uniform ([uni-
form], [uniform angle] and [uniform sky]) with respect
to the specific parameter. However, one can set [gaus-
sian] and even [arbitrary] distributions, as well as im-
porting them from a file ([fromfile]). In fact, informed
priors will play a crucial role in this very project as we
will see later.

5.2 The Sampler configuration file

The [sampler.ini] file defines the [sampler] used
in order to perform the parameters estimation pro-
cedure. PyCBC Inference provides several sam-
pling methods including MCMC ([emcee]), parallel-
tempered MCMC ([emcee pt]) and several types of
nested sampling. For this project, dynamically nested
sampling ([dynesty][32]) was found to be the most effi-
cient in terms of convergence time. Dynamically nested
sampling is a extension of nested sampling in which
samples are adaptively drawn during a run in order
to chose better areas in the parameter space that will
maximise a chosen function. In other words, it allows
nested sampling to adapt and evolve in real time with
the posterior, improving both accuracy and efficiency.
This sampling method seeks to make an estimate of
the evidence (Z) by assuming that the integral of the
posterior over all sampling parameters is equivalent to
a volume integral of the prior[33]:

(57)X(λ) ≡
∫

Θ:L(Θ)>λ

π(Θ)dΘ

Contained within an iso-likelihood contour set by
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L(Θ) = λ via:

Z =

∫ +∞

0

X(λ)dλ =

∫ 1

0

L(X)dX (58)

assuming that L(X(λ)) = λ exists. Once the iso-
likelihood contour Li ≡ L(Xi) associated with a bunch
of samples is found from the poor volume 1 > X0 >
X1 > ... > XN > 0 the evidence can be computed us-
ing standard integration techniques such as the trape-
zoid rule.

This is done by first drawing a K number of “live
points” ([nlive]) from the prior π(Θ). At each iteration,
i, the point with the lowest likelihood is removed and
replaced with a new live point sampled from the prior
such that Li+1 ≥ Li.The prior volume of the removed
live point (now called a dead point), is given by:

lnXi ≈ −
i±
√
i

K
(59)

The evidence can then be numerically estimated
from a set of N dead points via

Z =

∫ 1

0

L(X)dX ≈ Ẑ =

N∑
i=1

f(Li)f(∆Xi) ≡
N∑
i=1

ŵi

(60)

where ŵi is the dead point’s estimated weight. The
same set of dead points allows to estimate the posterior,
such that:

P (Θi) = P (Xi) ≡ pi ≈ p̂i =
ŵi∑N
i=1 ŵi

=
ŵi

Ẑ
(61)

The process repeats until some stopping criteria is
met. This is done by considering that that remaining
evidence at each iteration can be bounded by:

(62)∆Ẑi ≈ LmaxXi

where Lmax is the maximum likelihood contained
within the set of K live points. Therefore, one can
construct a stopping criterion such that:

(63)∆ ln Ẑi ≡ ln
(
Ẑi + ∆Ẑi

)
− ln Ẑi

where the sampling of new live points will stop at a
given ∆ ln Ẑi ([dlogz]).

5.3 The Data configuration file

The [data.ini] file contains a single section, [data],
which contains all of the remaining information re-
quired to perform the analysis. Within this file, explicit
information about the interferometers being used must

be provided, achieved in the [instruments] variable to
initialise them and then by providing the [channel-
name], which will retrieve all information on that de-
tector relevant to the analysis at hand. This is par-
ticularly important for, say, sky localisation, as being
able to match the exact location of the interferome-
ter to its corresponding signal is necessary in order to
make estimates on the source’s position. The variable
[frame-files] provides the location within the computer
of the strain timeseries pertaining to the specific detec-
tor and event that is being studied, which are down-
loaded from the GW Open Science Centre[34] as .gwf
files. These have been down-sampled from 16 kHz to
4kHz for less computational strain, and contain a total
of 4096 seconds of strain data (which will later need to
be trimmed). To do so, the [trigger-time] variable is set
in order to set a reference point around which the data
will be analysed. It aims to be long enough so that a
significantly large portion of the waveform is included
while still being admitted by the prior. This is achieved
by introducing the [analysis-start-time] variable, which
provides a 6 second window before the trigger time
to allow for a signal to enter the resolvable frequency
range of Advanced LIGO/VIRGO detectors. Consid-
ering that the waveform duration is largely dependant
on the mass of the source, where less massive systems
have a longer waveform, a six second window behind
the trigger time correspond to a total mass of approx-
imately 20 M�, which corresponds to the lowest total
mass resolvable by the prior, thus including all possible
detectable masses in the analysis. Another margin of
2 second is set after the trigger time by the [analysis-
end-time] to provide ample time after the trigger for
the merger and ringdown to take place.

This configuration file also includes all of the infor-
mation necessary to estimate the Power Spectral Den-
sity (PSD) of the detector noise, which is crucial for
techniques such as matched filtering and bayesian in-
ference. The program does this independently, but re-
quires a set of parameters. The [psd-estiamation] vari-
able describes the the method used for this estimation,
which in our case is Welch-line ([median-mean]), with
a window of 512 seconds ([psd-end-time] - [psd-start-
time]). The entire period is divided into 8 second-long
segments ([psd-segment-length]) with an overlapping
of 4 seconds on each side ([psd-segment-stride]). In
order to limit the corruption the the analysis due to
the convolution of the inverse PSD with the data at
the beginning and end of the analysis, 4 seconds are
substracted/added at the start/end times. This won’t
affect the end results, as the analysis waveform is en-
tirely contained within the boundaries that were set
previously (t +2s

c,−6s). The final parameters are used to
complete the analysis at hand, including the [sample-
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Figure 6: Power spectral density in the Advanced LIGO
interferometers (H1, L1) and VIRGO (V1) as computed by
PyCBC from the strain data from event GW150914.

rate], which ensures that the data is resampled with a
frequency of 2048 Hz. The data is also padded with
8 seconds at the start and end of both the analysis
and PSD times ([pad-data]), which is to be discarded
as soon as the highpass filter is applied ([strain-high-
pass]). For this project, a filter of 15 Hz was applied,
well below the frequency cutoff for the likelihood inte-
gral. This is done so as to minimise numerical errors
from large amplitude, low frequency noise sources.

6 Power Spectral Density

As explained in Section 5.3, PyCBC Inference takes
care of estimating the noise PSD for each detector,
which is necessary in order to construct the logarith-
mic posterior and computing the SNR. After running
the sampler, the results are outputted to an HDF5 file,
part of which stores the PSD for each of the detectors
used.

Figure 6 showcases the different PSDs estimated
for each detector using the open-source GWF files be-
longing to the first detected gravitational-wave event,
GW150914. This event is characterised by a combined
SNR of 24 amongst the detectors that produced a trig-
ger (H1 and L1).[2] The curves presented in the fig-
ure are crucial to determine at which ”stage” (or fre-
quency) the signal will enter the detectable capabil-
ities of the respective detector. As we can see, the
”expected” window of detectability begins at approx-
imately 20 Hz, past a sudden drop in the PSD. Af-
ter that, the general shape of the curve is defined by
the different noise contributions (Gaussian and station-
ary in this case) that arise with the detector cham-
ber, which depend on the specifics of the interferome-
ter design, hence the slightly different curves for each

site. The study of these curves is extremely impor-
tant, because each gravitational wave source inhabits
its own detectability region in the frequency domain.
Binary black holes are fortunately located within the
frequency window represented in the figure. If, how-
ever, we were to consider other types of sources such as
Supermassive Black Holes Binaries (SMBHB), located
in the nanohertz to microhertz range[35, 36], or Ex-
treme Mass Ratio Inspirals (EMRI), in the milli-hertz
range[37, 38], the signal would be completely overshad-
owed by the detector noise. Therefore, a comprehen-
sive understanding of the PSD curves allows for insight
into the limitations of the detector, and therefore al-
lows to provide alternative designs to study other GW
sources, for example, space-based interferometers[39] or
Pulsar Timing Arrays[40].

This is best seen by superimposing to the PSD the
strain as read in the frequency domain, called STILDE.
Figure 7 showcases this for the GW150914 event for
each detector. As can be seen, the signal is consistently
prevalent over the noise in the range of 20 − 103Hz
which allows to conclude that searches for the coa-
lescence of compact binary inspirals is well-found in
ground-based interferometers such as the Advanced
LIGO/VIRGO sites. To further increase sensitivity
and accuracy, searches into how to further reduce the
noise contributions are necessary or, alternatively, the
introduction of more detectors, such as KAGRA[41],
LIGO India[42] and the Einstein Telescope[43].

7 Analysis of GWTC-1 samples

Most importantly, the [results.hdf] file contains the
entire sample set for the desired parameters. These
samples allow to make statistical estimates of the phys-
ical properties of the source, which will consequently
be used to inquire about the consistency of the cur-
rent BBH and gravitational wave models. Once the
parameter extraction procedure is complete, the aim is
to investigate the correlation between such properties,
thus providing insightful information about the physics
behind these sources and the model itself.

At first glance, however, we have no way of mak-
ing sure that the sampler used is providing an accurate
estimate of the source properties other than observing
that the result of the sampler obviously converges to
some reasonable value. In order to test the validity of
the numerical estimates, we can perform a compara-
tive analysis using the samples provided in the Gravi-
tational Wave Transient Catalog 1[44, 45], referred to in
this project as GWTC-1. The data contained within
this catalog provides a useful reference that will serve
as the base on which we measure the accuracy of the
sampler.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Signal strain (stilde) and noise PSD (PSD) contained in each detector for the event GW170814 as computed
by PyCBC Inference. Subfigure (a), (b) and (c) corresponds to the Hanford (H1), Livingston (L1) and VIRGO (V1)
interferometers, respectively. The signal created from the data is composed of a waveform that spans frequencies from
approximately 20Hz to about 1.5×103Hz, most of which enter within the detectable range of the Advanced LIGO/VIRGO
detectors, with exception of some very narrow windows where the sensitivity curve encounters a peak due most probably
to some source of noise.

Figure 8 showcases the results of the sample file
from both the PyCBC Inference analysis and obtained
directly from the GWTC-1 repository. The results
show a clear agreement between both datasets, albeit
the convergence is more pronounced in the GWTC-1
samples. However, we are not looking for either a direct
match of the data or to improve the level of accuracy
currently available to the public, but rather a confir-
mation that the values the sampler is converging to are
correct. Table 1 contains all of the numerical data of
the sample files for all events.

The large number of variable parameters being
studied in this project, namely the existence of subsets
of variables which cannot really be compared between
each other from an intuitively physical standpoint, will
warrant separate studies of groups of sampled variables
in order to draw conclusions that provide insight into
properties of the gravitational-wave emitting source.
These properties are measured via correlations between
specific pairs of parameters. In this section, four such
correlations are investigated.

7.1 q-Mc relation

The GWTC-1 contains a total of 11 individual
events. Six of these events (GW150914, GW151012,
GW151226, GW170104, GW170608, GW170823) were
recorded exclusively by the Hanford (H1) and Liv-
ingston (L1) Advanced LIGO interferometers, whereas
the other five (GW170729, GW170809, GW170814,
GW170817, GW170818) were detected by all three H1,

L1 and VIRGO interferometers. However, three of
these events (GW151226, GW170608 and GW170729)
had convergence errors when put through the PyCBC
Inference toolkit and event GW170817[46] is classified
as a BNS (binary neutron star) event with very differ-
ent properties to BBH events. These four events will
therefore be omitted in the following treatments.

When studying data from gravitational wave
sources, it is sometimes useful to introduce new pa-
rameters to better describe the framework in which we
are working. In terms of mass, one may chose to work
in terms of the primary and secondary mass, but this
is not unique. Two other important quantities allow to
describe compact binary sources, the chirp mass and
the mass ratio[47]. The former is description of the
leading-order orbital evolution of the BBH that results
from the energy loss due to gravitational radiation. It
is given by:

Mc =
(M1M2)3/5

(M1 +M2)1/5
(64)

where M1 is the primary mass, M2 is the secondary
mass, µ = M1M2/(M1 +M2) is the reduced mass and
M = M1 + M2 is the total mass of the binary. One
may also describe this quantity in terms of the mass
ratio:

(65)Mc =

[
q

(1 + q)
2

]3/5

M

where q is defined as:

q =
M2

M1
, (66)
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Figure 8: Posterior distributions of sampling parameters obtained from the strain data of event GW150914. The results
from the PyCBC inference sampler using the dynesty sampling method are colored purple, whereas the samples obtained
from the public database (GWTC-1) are colored yellow.
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Figure 9: Distribution of the samples in the mass ratio-
chirp mass space. The contours represent the 50% confi-
dence intervals, and the marginalised posteriors are plotted
on the diagonal.

such that it is bounded between 0 and 1. This is a
crucial parameter in the analysis of EMRIs and binary
systems with a large disparity in component masses.

Figure 9 compares these two quantities for the
events contained within the GWTC-1. We note that
the mass ratio of the sampled events are distributed
closer to 1, indicating a preference for binaries with rel-
atively similar component masses. However, the fairly
wide distribution of chirp masses, from about 15M� to
about 35M� indicates that the total mass of the system
may well vary greatly from one event to the next, ob-
viously always limited by the detection capabilities of
the Advanced LIGO/VIRGO telescopes (10− 80M�).

7.2 q-af relation

Apart from mass parameter correlations, one may
also be interested to investigate the relation in the
mass-spin coupling regime, by studying correlations of
mass parameters with spin parameters. One such re-
lation involves looking at the mass ratio and the final
spin of the remnant left after the merger, given by the
the dimensionless parameter af , which also takes val-
ues from 0 to 1.

Figure 10 illustrates a clear skew to high values of
both mass ratio and remnant spin for all events sam-
pled. The latter can be explained by considering that
the final spin of the remnant has contributions not only
from the spins of the individual components of the bi-

Figure 10: Distribution of the samples in the mass ratio-
final spin space. The contours represent the 50% confidence
intervals, and the marginalised posteriors are plotted on the
diagonal.

nary (which may be zero or not) but also from the
orbital angular momentum at the innermost stable cir-
cular orbit. Therefore, we expect by default that the
remnant will have some amount of spin due exclusively
to the compact binary, which will be subject to addi-
tional gains from each individual parent.

7.3 q-χeff relation

Another useful spin parameter used in the analysis
of gravitational wave signals from compact binaries is
the effective spin, χeff , which is a projection of the
spin of the component that describes the leading order
evolution of the binary[48]. It is given by the mass-
weighted average of the component spins (χ1,2):

χeff =
(m1χ1 +m2χ2)

m1 +m2
(67)

Similar to the relation above, Figure 11 clearly
shows a preferred area that the samples inhabit. In
this case, however, we find that the values of χeff are
centred around zero. This may hint at the existence of
sources of spin suppression of the remnant black hole
coming directly from the component spins[48].

7.4 af -χeff relation

In order to piece together the spin analysis of the
sampled compact binaries, and thus conclude our com-
parative analysis of BBH sample properties, it is useful
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Figure 11: Distribution of the samples in the mass ratio-
effective spin space. The contours represent the 50% confi-
dence intervals, and the marginalised posteriors are plotted
on the diagonal.

Figure 12: Distribution of the samples in the final spin-
effective spin space. The contours represent the 50% confi-
dence intervals, and the marginalised posteriors are plotted
on the diagonal.

to make an analysis of the relationship between the ef-
fective spin of the inspiral and the final spin of the
remnant.

Figure 12, showcases a very interesting result in
terms of their dependence. Whereas correlations were
not obvious in previous comparisons, the χeff and af
parameters exhibit a clear proportionality relation. In
order to explain this correlation from an astrophysical
point of view, we set ourselves at χeff = 0. This value
can only be obtained in two distinct situations. The
first scenario is a binary system of mass ratio q ∼ 1
with perfectly anti-aligned components. The second,
and probably more interesting in terms of physical con-
sequences, requires that the binary system be formed
of perfectly non-rotating, Schwarzschild black holes. In
this case, one would find a vanishing effective spin due
to the explicit component-spin-dependency that can be
seen in Equation 67. Under the current paradigm of
black hole formation due to the collapse of a star (which
we will revisit in the following sections), violent phe-
nomena associated with supernovae and gravitational
collapse would most likely not be perfectly spherically
symmetric, thus making it virtually impossible for a
remnant such as a BH to have no spin. Therefore, if
the scenario of the Schwarzschild BBH is to be respon-
sible for these vanishing values of χeff , one might need
to reconsider the nature of the component black holes
at hand.

Primordial black holes (PBHs) are intriguing yet
very promising candidates in both their formation
channel and properties. They are formed due to
large perturbations in the cosmological curvature
power spectrum after inflation collapsing during the
radiation-dominated era. Individually, these objects
form with zero spin values and can have masses
in the detectable range of Advanced LIGO/VIRGO
telescopes.[49] Their availability during the early stages
of the Universe allows them to form clusters with bi-
naries that merge well within the age of the Universe.
Hierarchical merging within these clusters allows PBHs
to grow in mass as well as pick up some residual spin
directly from the orbital angular momentum of the bi-
nary orbit. Studies have already proposed the possi-
bility that these objects have a high degree of contri-
bution to the gravitational spectrum, including events
with binaries similar to those showcased in the figures
above.[50]
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Figure 13: Distribution of the eccentricity-corrected initial separation of stellar binaries and BBHs with respect to their
chirp mass. Stellar binaries are colored whereas gravitational-wave emitting sources are plotted as black stars.

8 Comparative analysis of
GWTC-1 binaries with stellar
binaries

The current, most accepted paradigm of
gravitational-wave emitting BBH formation and
evolution establishes that these systems would be the
remnants of a stellar binary whose components evolved
in parallel and where at least one star (in the case
of binaries with one black hole and one companion
star) collapsed into a BH. We have seen, however,
several instances where this line of thought may be
challenged by properties of the remnant black hole,
one such being the values obtained for the effective
spin of the system (see Section 7.3). These suggest
that the components may have no spin in the inspiral
phase and that the spin of the remnant may be fully
due to the orbital angular momentum at the ISCO.

If the stellar binary paradigm is correct we can ex-
pect that, assuming kickback effects from supernovae
and other violent phenomena do not disturb the or-
bit significantly, and early inspiral BBH will somewhat
mirror the properties of its parent system. On top of
that, there are many different types of stellar binaries,
thus posing the question of which ones satisfy the con-
ditions necessary to evolve into BBHs detectable by the
Advanced LIGO/VIRGO band.

In this Section, we present a study that would have
the orbital properties of GWTC-1 inspirals compared
directly with stellar binaries from catalogues extracted
from the VizieR database. We are looking at identify-
ing the type of stellar binary whose orbital properties
will most closely follow the behaviour BBH inspiral if
any and whether correlations hold for both.

The ”initial” separation (the separation at which
point the binary enters the detectable frequency range

of the Advanced LIGO/VIRGO detectors), as far as
BBHs are concerned, is a crucial parameter in studying
the behavioural patterns of the system at hand. In
its derivation from the quadrupole approximation, it
is explicitly dependant on the coalescence time, which
is required to be within the age of the Universe. By
integrating Equation 33 within the bounds of the age
of the Universe, we obtain that:

a0 = 1.6 R�

(
M1

M�

)3/4 [
q(1 + q)F (e)

(
tcoal
1Gyr

)]1/4

(68)

where the factor F (e), see Equation 31, corrects for the
eccentricity. PyCBC Inference cannot sample for the
eccentricity of BBHs; however, all orbits of these sys-
tems tend to circularise, and studies made on massive
black hole binaries and at the centre of AGN accretion
disks find that circularisation timescales are extremely
fast compared to the entire coalescence timescale (of
a few Myrs)[3, 51], or that the orbit may be consid-
ered circular by the time the components are separated
by a0 ≤ 10−3 AU[52]. In general, the main assump-
tion is that, by the time BBHs enter the detectable
band of Advanced LIGO/VIRGO, their eccentricity
will have significantly decreased if not become fully
circular and thus we pick and eccentricity across the
board of e = 0.1, to allow for a margin of tolerance.
Additionally, as we have said before, we require that
the coalescence time be, at maximum, of the age of
the Universe (tcoal = 14Gyr). Substituting parameters
plus the appropriate numerical values from the sam-
pling into Equation 68, one can plot the distribution of
binary systems in this space with respect to the chirp
mass of the system. This is a good parameter to inves-
tigate since it defines the leading order evolution of the
binary, and is a widely used variable when describing
the size (mass) of the system at hand.
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The stellar binaries being investigated are extracted
directly from the VizieR database[53]; a short descrip-
tion of each is provided below.

Pédoussaut et. al.[54] published, between 1982 and
1986, a compendium of 436 orbits of spectroscopic bi-
naries recorded by the ”Observatoire de Toulouse”.
The catalogue provides, among others, the correspond-
ing identifying parameters of each system (HD, BH and
name), the sky localisation, magnitudes, spectral types
and orbital properties (period and semimajor axis cor-
rected for the binary inclination) which are those of
interest to us.

Kraicheva et. al.[55] also published (this time in
1980) a collection of the 7th Catalogue of Spectroscopic
Binary Stars (Batten, 1979) together with its 11th,
12th and 13th Supplements provided by Pédoussaut
et. al. It improves these catalogues by computing ad-
ditional parameters such as the masses of components,
mass ratios, semiaxes or orbits, orbital angular mo-
menta and specific orbital momenta.

Bonavita et. al [56] published in 2016 the results of
the SPOTS (Search for Planets Orbiting Two Stars)
survey, an ongoing study of exoplanets orbiting close
binaries in 24 direct imaging surveys. The total sam-
ple includes 117 tight systems and uses Monte Carlo
and Bayesian methods to infer expected values of their
properties. It provides information on distances to
the sources, stellar masses amd ratios and separations
of the critical semimajor axis for dynamical stability,
amongst others.

Ritter and Kolb[57] published in 2003 a catalogue
of 656 binary orbits among which 472 correspond to
cataclysmic binaries, 71 correspond to low-mass X-ray
binaries and 113 are attributed to related objects with
known or inferred orbital periods. The catalogue con-
tains sky coordinates, apparent magnitudes, orbital pa-
rameters (such as the period, semimajor axis and ec-
centricity) and stellar parameters (mass, mass ratios
and others).

Finally, Pourbaix et. al.[58] published in 2004 the
Ninth Catalogue of Spectroscopic Binary Orbits, which
provides a compilation of 2386 spectroscopic binary or-
bits from surveys performed over a 35-year period by
Batten and collaborators. Among others, the catalogue
includes orbital properties such as period, eccentricity
and radial velocities, which are used to calculate the
mass ratio of the components.

Figure 13 showcases the population of stellar bi-
naries an BBHs in the separation-mass space. Ad-
ditionally, the initial separation includes an explicitly
eccentricity-dependant term that acts as a correction
between binaries. Although widely distributed in terms
of their initial separations, the systems occupy a fairly
narrow band in terms of chirp mass. However, stel-
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Figure 14: Logarithmic distribution of merger times for
stellar and black hole binaries.

lar systems populate a range of chirp masses that are,
on average, under that of the GWTC-1 events. This
is problematic to the black hole formation via stellar
collapse model, since we expect some mass to be ex-
pelled during supernovae. This conundrum could be
resolved either by introducing other external mecha-
nisms that would supply the black holes with addi-
tional mass, such as the formation of accretion disks.
The main issue with this mechanism is that the disks
of matter around the black hole will inevitably induce
some spin onto it, thus going back to the issue of the
apparent vanishing of spin projection in black holes
seen in the effective chi parameter. Alternatively, one
can consider the possibility that other candidates are
available to replace these binary companions, which
better fit our requirements. One such candidate, which
has been mentioned before were primordial black holes.
Since these objects form as the result of cosmological
phenomena rather than stellar, it would be possible to
find object in the mass range of the GWTC-1 events
that do not necessarily follow patterns directly related
to those of stellar binaries.

This necessarily raises another question: in the
eventuality that stellar binaries are indeed responsi-
ble for the formation of GWTC-1 BBHs, is it possible
for their own orbital decay to be slow enough so that
the stars will be able to collapse (assuming negligible
kickback effects) and form a gravitational-wave emit-
ting binary? The merger time of a binary is given to
us by the following formula[11]:

(69)Tm = 3.81 Gyr
( a0

10−2AU

)4
(
1− e2

0

)7/2
M3
�

M1M2 (M1 +M2)

which we can compute for both the BBHs and the stel-
lar binaries.

Figure 14 proposes that the merger time of the
GWTC-1 binaries would indeed be within the range
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of stellar binary populations that also fulfil separation
requirements as presented in Figure 13. Others, such
as the spectroscopic binary population, seem to be off
in both the merger time required and the separation
requirements. This information is indeed rather help-
ful, as we can start to observe some types of binaries
accommodate better the conditions to form stable bi-
nary black hole orbits that will, at some point, enter the
Advanced LIGO/VIRGO detectable frequency band.

It is clear that the problem becomes increasingly
complex the more we delve into it, with indications that
the standard line of thought as far as BBH formation
is concerned may not be exactly right, but with other
data that seems to fit.

9 Conclusions

The field of gravitational wave astronomy may
well be entering a new golden age as more detectors
are introduced into the Advanced LIGO/VIRGO net-
work (KAGRA[41], LIGO India[42] and the Einstein
Telescope[43]) and larger repositories of data are be-
coming available for research. Although this project
was solely focused on data analysis within the de-
tectability capabilities of land-based interferometers,
it is worth noting that the addition of other observa-
tories designed to detect gravitational radiation out-
side of the Advanced LIGO/VIRGO band will also
come with crucial consequences both in our under-
standing of gravitational-wave emitting sources and fu-
ture prospects in the field.

In the early sections of this project, we provided
insight into parameter extraction techniques using the
PyCBC Inference toolkit, including how the input is
constructed and the details of how bayesian inference
models were added to extract the posterior density dis-
tribution for each sampling parameter.

A comparative analysis of the samples was then
performed, which allows to draw conclusions on the
physical properties and behaviours of BBHs, both at
the inspiral and post-merger phases. In this section,
indications that could challenge the current, most ac-
cepted model of BBH formation and evolution via the
collapse of stellar components in a stellar binary, be-
came apparent. Average values of zero of the effective
spin of the orbit for all events analysed suggest peculiar
spin configurations from the binary components, which
can only be explained via perfectly anti-aligned compo-
nent spins with equal masses or by considering alter-
native spinless binary companions. Further research
into the formation rate of perfectly anti-aligned binary
black holes systems from a stellar binary is necessary
in order to be conclusive about this result. However,
candidates such as primordial black holes (which have

no spin) would viably explain this phenomenon[59].
To address the challenges to the stellar binary

model of BBH formation, a comparative analysis of
orbital and physical properties of GWTC-1 inspirals
and stellar binaries was introduced. The main assump-
tion was that if kickback effects due to supernovae and
other violent phenomena in stellar binaries were not
strong enough to fully destabilise the orbit, then one
would expect to observe similar properties in their or-
bits and those of GWTC-1 events, at least in the early
inspiral. The results show that, solely based on the
initial separation of the binary components, a popula-
tion of stellar binaries could indeed evolve into a binary
system of relativistic components that would create a
gravitational-wave emitting compact binary. However,
results also showcase an apparent deficit of mass that
would be required to form BBHs with the chirp mass
obtained from the GWTC-1 catalogue.

As the amount of data available to the public
increases[60], so will our understanding of gravitational-
wave emitting sources. There are already clear indi-
cations in the available data that there are still many
unknowns in the properties of compact binaries, includ-
ing their precise nature. Future runs of the Advanced
LIGO/VIRGO interferometers is expected to provide
a large number of diverse systems to analyse. Fur-
thermore, when detectors like LISA[39], SKA[40] or the
Einstein Telescope[43] become operative, we will have
access to a very wide range of GW frequencies, emitted
by a variety of source types. In this project, we propose
that other candidates are already available in theory.
Primordial black holes, among these, are promising in
their relatively similar behaviour to stellar black holes
at the astrophysical level. Additionally, studies show
that, in the absence of any additional accretion pro-
cesses, they would be able to reach masses within the
detectable range of Advanced LIGO/VIRGO interfer-
ometers; their spinless nature would also provide an
answer to some conundra in the data, and would allow
for the possibility of moderately spinning components
via hierarchical merging[61]. Nevertheless, the results
of this project remain largely inconclusive until more
events are available and thus a larger statistical sample
of data. This project serves rather to propose an in-
quiry into the specific questions raised once more data
can be used.
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